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A new model-free approach to precisely control humanoid robot joints is presented in
this article. An input–output online identification procedure will permit to compensate
neglected or uncertain dynamics, such as, on the one hand, transmission and compliance
nonlinear effects, and, on the other hand, network transmission delays. Robustness to
parameter variations will be analyzed and compared to other advanced PID-based con-
trollers. Simulations will show that not only good tracking quality can be obtained with
this novel technique, but also that it provides a very robust behavior to the closed-loop
system. Furthermore, a locomotion task will be tested in a complete humanoid simulator
to highlight the suitability of this control approach for such complex systems.
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1. Introduction

Each joint of a humanoid robot is subject to complex and varying loads when the
robot moves, and particularly in locomotion tasks. These loads are mostly due to
the effect of gravity on the robots mass, but also include centrifugal and Corio-
lis forces from the robots complex motion. In addition, joints may become loaded
and unloaded, as the robot lifts and places its feet. These different and demanding
conditions make the whole system very sensitive to friction, flexibility, and compli-
ance effects, especially when a belt transmission and a Harmonic Drive reduction
are between motor shaft and joint axis (as in our specific RH2 humanoid design1).
Moreover, joints may have some compliance due to structural stiffness, clearances,
and backlashes.2
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It is then challenging to design controllers that maintain a high level of tracking
performance under the aforementioned range of load conditions.

Due to the critical importance of some specific joints in humanoid robots, pre-
cision requirements have to be merged with robustness to flexibility and friction
effects. For this reason, all joints in our RH2 robot3 have been conceived with an
additional absolute encoder in the shaft joint output, which will complement the
classical motor incremental encoder (Fig. 1 shows the physical location of these
components).

1.1. Joint motion control under uncertainty

The accurate position control of robot joints has been extensively studied in the
last decades. Thus, many different feedback techniques have achieved good position
tracking when considering electrically driven rigid robots.4 This task turns out
to be critical in humanoid robots, since the stability margins must be respected
as precisely as possible in a high range of speeds and under very different payload
conditions. However, the transmission systems usually introduce nonlinear dynamics
between the motor output and the real joint. Moreover, it is not easy to obtain a
precise model of these effects, because of the great number of parts that intervene
in the transmission.

Some authors5,6 have tried to obtain, through careful modeling, an accurate
feedforward control which, in turn, allows to follow a desired trajectory with low-
feedback gains. The main problem of this sort of approaches is that they have to deal
with highly cross-coupled nonlinear models, where the parameters are not always
identifiable. Thus, several robust/intelligent control approaches7–10 and adaptive
control techniques11–13 have been proposed to tackle with an appropriate feedback

Fig. 1. RH-2 ankle design.
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Fig. 2. Global joint control scheme.

law the transmission uncertainty problem in rigid joint tracking. However, not so
many efforts14 have been addressed to control electrically driven flexible-joints under
uncertainty. This is because the presence of joint flexibility greatly increases the
complexity of the system dynamics.a In addition, the hardware architecture imposes
absolute encoder information to pass through the controller area network (CAN)
bus before coming back to the motor driver (Fig. 2). This message round-trip implies
significant delays that make the analysis and control design more complex than with
standard control techniques.

Since the control algorithm has to be low-time consuming (and, therefore, eas-
ily implementable), any variation around PID controllers is an excellent candi-
date. Thanks to a novel model-free approach based on PID structure, transmission
friction, uncertainty, and network delays will be fast and properly compensated.
These techniques, initiated by Fliess,15 propose an algebraic framework to deal with
fast numerical derivatives estimation, and thereafter, nonlinear model-free control
design.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 will be devoted to detail
the system to be controlled. The model used in simulations will be composed of a
DC motor, a Harmonic Drive transmission (modeled as a friction torque), and a
flexible joint that reproduces the humanoid structure compliance. As depicted in
Fig. 2, the outer loop control will be closed via the CAN bus, whose details in terms
of transmission delay will be summarized also in Sec. 2. Since severe nonlinearities
as well as complex time-varying phenomena appear in our system, an algebraic
model-free controller will be implemented. Its main features will be highlighted in
Sec. 3. To show the advantages of the proposed control strategy, it will be compared
in simulation with three other PID-based controllers in Sec. 5.1. Section 4 will
be devoted to detail the benchmark and comment the results of this control law

aAs it will be detailed in Sec. 2, the consideration of flexibility results in a second-order dynamics,
which, if the motor dynamics is also included, implies that a fifth-order dynamics should be
considered.
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comparison. In Sec. 5.2, the proposed control technique is applied to each leg joint
to show its suitability for locomotion tasks. Finally, some concluding remarks and
prospective ideas will be given in Sec. 6.

2. System Model

As presented in Fig. 1 and schematized in Fig. 2, the system to be controlled consist
of a DC motor and a Harmonic Drive transmission system. Furthermore, flexion
torques due to the robot structure compliance and Coulomb and viscous frictions
of the Harmonic Drive have been taken into account.

2.1. DC motor

The classical direct current (DC) motor model is considered:

Jmθ̈m(t) = Kti(t) − τfr(t) − τfl(t)

Lm
di(t)
dt

= −Rmi(t) + Eum(t) − Kbθ̇m(t),
(1)

where i denotes the armature current, θm the angular position of the motor shaft,
Jm the rotor inertia, Lm the terminal inductance, Rm the motor terminal resistance,
Kb the back electromotive force constant, and Kb the torque constant. E represents
the maximum available voltage, in absolute value, which excites the machine, while
um is an input voltage modulation signal, acting as the ultimate control input, with
values restricted to the closed real set [−1, 1]. Friction torque τfr generated by the
Harmonic Drive transmission and flexible torque τfl due to the structure compliance
will be above detailed.

2.2. Harmonic drive transmission

The model of the reducer can be written as follows16

θ̇t =
θ̇m

N
, τt = αmNτm, (2)

where θt is the transmission angular position, τt is the transmission at the Har-
monic Drive output, N is the gearbox ratio, and αm represents the torque transfer
coefficient.

2.3. Friction

As for any mechanical systems, frictions are difficult to model and many works
have been published on the subject either with a wide scope6 or more focused in
Harmonic Drive transmissions.5,16,17

Results from Abba16 will be used in this work due to the similar biped robot
context for which that study was developed. Consider a velocity θ̇ and load τl
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dependent friction force

τfr = (Fr + µ|τl|)(1 + f1e
−( θ̇

θ̇0
)2)sign(θ̇) + f2θ̇ + f3θ̇|θ̇|, (3)

where Fr, µθ0, f1, f2, and f3 are experimentally obtained constant values.
The static friction is felt at the start but it is not very influent in general work-

ing conditions. Indeed, when the direction of the movement is reversed, the speed
is canceled without relieving the materials so the Stribeck effect can be neglected
(f1 = 0). In addition, the quadratic viscous friction effect appears little in the robot
transmissions; therefore, the coefficient f3 can be neglected. As a result, the pre-
vious friction torque can be written as τfr = (Fr + µ|Γ|)sign(θ̇) + f2θ. It can be
shown16 that a precise model integrating nonsymmetrical terms of friction for the
two directions of rotation can be obtained from the previous equation. Thus, the
motor τfrm

and joint τfrt
friction torques (or in other words, the harmonic drive

friction model) can be expressed as follows

τfrt
(θ̇) =

Cc1

2
sign(θ̇t + 1) +

Cc2

2
sign(θ̇t − 1) + fcθ̇t (4)

τfrm
(θ̇m) =

Cm1

2
sign(θ̇m + 1) +

Cm2

2
sign(θ̇m − 1) + fmθ̇m, (5)

with Cc1 and Cc2 terms of Coulomb friction in direct and opposite directions for
the connection of the axis of the leg, Cm1 and Cm2 similar terms for the motor
side, and (ft, fm) transmission and motor viscous friction constants. Finally, if the
motor-joint torque transmission relationship (2) is introduced in Eqs. (4) and (5),
a single expression can be used to express overall friction effects:

τfr = ftθ̇m + Ct sign(θ̇m) + ∆Ct (6)

with

ft = fm +
fc

αmN2
,

Ct =
Cm1 + Cm2

2
+

Cc1 + Cc2

2αmN
and ∆Ct =

Cm1 − Cm2

2
+

Cc1 − Cc2

2αmN
.

2.4. Flexible joint

The dynamic effects induced by the structure compliance has been characterized as
a flexible link. In the last years, an important effort has been devoted to modeling
and control flexible joints.14,18–20 However, since a realistic behavior needs complex
partial derivative equations, an approximate dynamic model has been chosen in
order to make identification and simulation easier.

Consider the dynamics of the flexible system as follows19

Jlθ̈l + τl − τfl = 0, τfl = c(θt − θl), (7)

where Jl the joint inertia, c the joint stiffness constant, τl the load torque, and the
τfl the flexible torque.
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Fig. 3. Model-free joint control scheme in the absence of delays.

Remark that the torque τfl , generated by joint flexible dynamics, is here the
same than in Eq. (1), but with opposite sign.

2.5. CAN bus

As mentioned in Sec. 1, the absolute encoder located at the output shaft will provide,
through a CAN bus, the necessary information to properly correct the joint reference
from a global stabilizer.

As any other networked control system, the plant and the controller are spa-
tially separated and the control loop is physically closed through the communication
network. This wide spread approach in humanoid robotics results in decreased com-
plexity and cost, easier maintenance and system diagnosis, and higher flexibility.
However, the communication between the controller and the plant in such a way
introduces a time delay into the closed-loop system. It is well known that time
delay in a closed-control-loop degrades the performance and can lead to instability.
Hence, with the aim of considering a model as realistic as possible, both sensor-
controller and controller-sensor transmission delays (Tsc and Tcs, respectively) have
been taken into account in simulation. Furthermore, the CPU cycle time has been
considered as an additional delay Tca (see Fig. 2).

3. Model-Free Tracking

In order to find out which is the reference angle v(t) for the motor driver to get
a better tracking at the output shaft, the following black-box closed-loop control
scheme is proposed.21

Take a nonlinear finite-dimensional SISO system

Φ(t, θl, θ̇l, . . . , θ
(ι)
l , v, v̇, . . . , v(κ)) = 0,

where Φ is a sufficiently smooth function of its arguments. Assume that for some
integer n, 0 < n ≤ ι, ∂Φ

∂θ
(n)
l

�≡ 0. The implicit function theorem yields then locally

θ
(n)
l = Υ(t, θl, θ̇l, . . . , θ

(n−1)
l , θ

(n+1)
l , . . . , θ

(ι)
l , v, v̇, . . . , v(κ)).
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This equation becomes by setting Υ = F + αv:

θ
(n)
l = F + αv, (8)

where α ∈ R is a constant parameter, which is chosen in such a way that F and αv

are of the same magnitude and F is determined thanks to the knowledge of u, α,
and of the estimate of θ

(n)
l . It plays the role of a nonlinear back-box identifier.

If the simplest case is considered (n = 1), the term F (t) reads at each sample
time

F (tk) = ˆ̈θl(tk) − αv(tk−1). (9)

The model locality implies that Eq. (8) is only valid in a very short period of time
(one sampling period). If the sampling rate is high enough with respect to the
system time constant, model (8) accurately represents the system dynamics, and,
therefore, the desired behavior can be obtained by combining an inversion of Eq. (8)
and a classical PID controller

v(t) =
1
α

(θ̇d(t) − F (t)) + KP e(t) + KI

∫
e(t)dt + KD

de(t)
dt

, (10)

where θd is a the reference trajectory coming from humanoid stabilizing control
and inverse kinematics, e = θl − θd is the tracking error, and KP , KI , KD ∈ R are
suitable gains.

The main advantage of this approach is that it uses a standard PID controller
structure, but it is able to take into account, without any modeling procedure, the
unknown parts of the system. Consequently, Fliess21 called this model-free technique
intelligent PID (i-PID) control.

3.1. Numerical differentiation

This approach obviously necessitates robust derivatives estimation of noisy signals
(see first term of Eq. (9)).

A vast literature exists on numerical derivative estimation.22 However, a very
powerful technique, based on differential algebra and developed by Mboup,23 will
be used in this work. Two main reasons explain this choice:

(1) They are algebraic and nonasymptotic, which results in a very fast estimation.
(2) They exhibit good robustness properties with respect to corrupting noises, with-

out the need of knowing their statistical properties.

Using these techniques, the estimate of the first-order derivative of a noisy signal θl

reads

ˆ̇
θl(t) =

∫ T

0

(T − 2t)θl(t)dt , (11)

where [0, T ] is a sliding time window.
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As it can be seen in Eq. (11), this approach needs the selection of one only
parameter in the estimation procedure (window size T ). At this respect, Liu24 has
characterized the optimal window choice that minimizes the noise corruption for
sinusoidal signals.

Remark 1. These differentiators are in general obtained via iterated time inte-
grals of the noisy signal (in Eq. (11), one only integral is needed). Remark that time
integrals are low pass filters that attenuate the corrupting noises.23

4. A Control Law Comparison

In order to show the efficiency of the proposed model-free tracking control, three
different control algorithms will be compared. The joint output shaft will have to
track a sinusoidal signal θd(t), whose frequency (5 Hz) is approximately equivalent
to a 0.2-m·s−1 walking motion. Even if support and swinging phases are completely
different in terms of loads and joint speeds, a relatively high-frequency (15Hz) and
high-amplitude (25Nm) sinusoidal load τl(t) is considered all along the simulation.
As a result, the control robustness to load variations can be evaluated under different
situations.

All three strategies will be simulated on the above-presented model (Eqs. (1), (6),
and (7)), with the parameter values summarized in Table 2. These data come from
an RE35-150W Maxon DC motor, friction parameters suggested by Abba,16 and
inertial and stiffness parameters based on approximate structure mass distribution
and compliance around critical joints.1,3 Besides, since CAN bus has a limited
bandwidth (1MB·s−1), an approximate symmetric round trip time delay of 1.6ms
is considered (i.e. Tsc = 0.8ms, Tca = 0.8ms). Additionally, the computer cycle
time to generate joint set-points is fixed at 2.4ms.

Figure 4(a) shows the hardware architecture of the RH2 platform. Two CAN
buses will be connected to a walking CPU, specifically dedicated to locomotion
tasks, which will be in charge of controlling the 6 d.o.f. of each leg. This configuration
will lead to an overall round-trip time delay of around 4ms for each joint (see Fig. 4).

Finally, the absolute encoder is supposed to provide a perturbed signal, where
the perturbation is modeled as an additive white Gaussian noise whose probability
distribution is N (0, σ), σ = 5 · 10−5.

4.1. Standard PID control

The simplest control strategy that can be imagined in a robotic system is the one
that control each joint axis as a SISO system in a decentralized way. Thus, coupling
effects between joints due to varying configurations during motion are treated as
disturbance inputs. Therefore, the structure of any controller should achieve an
effective rejection of different disturbances appearing on the output shaft. Such
constraint suggest the use of, on the one hand, an efficient feedforward control, and
on the other hand, an integral action over the tracking error.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) The RH-2 hardware architecture. (b) The round-trip time delay for each joint control.

In this connection, Siciliano25 proposes the following position based controllerb:

u(t) = uff (t) + KPieθm(t) + KIi

∫
eθm(t)dt + KDi

deθm

dt
, (12)

where uff (t) = Kbθ̇d(t−Tca)+ RmJm

Kt
θ̈d(t−Tca) is the feedforward control, eθm(t) =

θm(t−Tca)− θd(t−Tca) the angular position tracking error, and KPi = Rm, KIi =
ω2

n and KDi = 2ηωn suitable PID gains. Note that these control parameters are
optimally chosen25 in terms of the inner loop natural frequency ωn and damping
ratio η.

Remark 2. All continuous-time operators
∫

dt and d/dt are implemented on dis-
crete time using its respective z-transforms.

4.2. High level PID (HL-PID) control

An outer PID control loop will generate appropriate set points for inner loop
described above with absolute encoder information. Thus, the system governed by
Eqs. (1), (6), (7), and (12) can be controlled by modifying the position reference, or
in other words, by adding a new control variable v(t). This outer control variable
will have in this case the classical PID form

v(t) = KPoeθl
(t) + KIo

∫
eθl

(t)dt + KDo

deθl
(t)

dt
,

eθl
(t) = θl(t − Tsc − Tca) − θd(t − Tca).

bThis approach is equivalent to a position-velocity feedback,25 which is usually implemented on
DC motor drivers.
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4.3. PID with a feedforward term

The structure of the controller should achieve an effective rejection of different
disturbances appearing on the output shaft. Such constraint suggest the use of, on
the one hand, an efficient feedforward control, and on the other hand, an integral
action over the tracking error.

First of all, an outer PID control loop will generate appropriate setpoints for
the inner loop with absolute encoder information. Thus, the system governed by
Eqs. (1), (6), and (7) can be controlled by modifying the position reference, or in
other words, by adding a new control variable v(t) = θd(t).

This outer control variable will have in this case the classical PID form

vfb(t) = KP eθl
(t) + KI

∫
eθl

(t)dt + KD
deθl

(t)
dt

eθl
(t) = θl(t − Tsc − Tca) − θd(t − Tca).

(13)

The feedforward term could be obtained by combining transfer functions of the
linearized model (friction is, therefore, neglected). Equations (1), (6), and (7) should
then be properly manipulated and inverted to obtain the overall open-loop transfer
function. However, in order to avoid the identification of every parameter, an input–
output identification under nominal condition have been used. As a result, a second-
order system can replace the whole system, and therefore,

vff (t) = a1θ̂l(t) + a2
ˆ̇θl(t) + a3

ˆ̈θl, (14)

where a1, a2, and a3 are real scalar values and θ̂a, ˆ̇θa, and ˆ̈θa are denoised estimates
of the signal θa and its first and second derivatives.

The resultant control can be finally expressed as the sum of Eqs. (13) and (14)

v(t) = vff (t) + vfb(t). (15)

4.4. Model-free control

HL-PID control will be here slightly modified to obtain an i-PID as in Eq. (10):

v(tk) =
1
α

(θ̇d(tk) − F (tk)) + KP eθl
(tk) + KI

∫
eθl

(tk)dt + KD
deθl

(tk)
dt

,

F (tk) = ˆ̇
θl(tk) − αv(tk−1).

(16)

Note that Eq. (16) do not need any physical parameter from Eqs. (1)–(7). This
fact turns out to be very useful to easily adapt the closed-loop system behavior to
changing and unknown disturbances or parameter variations during the lifetime of
the robot.

Remark 3. The incorporation of the time delay significantly complicates the
model, as it changes from an ODE to a nonlinear infinite-dimensional system. As
it will be shown in simulation, the i-PID ultra-local approximation will permit to
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control this complex system in a satisfactory way. However, this approximation is
not necessarily valid to control any infinite-dimensional system and further research
will have to be done to characterize the applicability domain of i-PID control.

5. Simulation Results

The robustness of the proposed control approaches will be thoroughly examined
with the benchmark detailed in Sec. 4. Thereafter, a locomotion gait will computed
to test in a humanoid simulator whether the joint motion i-PID control is suitable
for this complex system.

5.1. Joint control

Control parameters have been chosen with the aim of minimizing the mean tracking
error. To achieve such a task, the Matlab function fmincon (based on Sequential
Quadratic Programming) has been applied to each control scheme.

Figure 5 shows simulation results for the above four approaches, from which
several conclusions can be highlighted:

• Tracking quality of model-free algebraic control (i-PID) is considerably better
than with the three other approaches (see mean and median tracking error in
Table 1).

• However, it does not perform well enough during the initial transient. This fact
has been already observed in other applications26,27 and is mainly due to the
choice of α. An easy way to overcome this problem is to let the control algorithm
work for a short period of time before the desired maneuver starts.

• High-level PID (HL-PID) control and no absolute encoder based control pro-
vide very similar tracking behavior (in terms of maximum and mean error).
This surprising phenomenon (HL-PID should a priori improve tracking perfor-
mance) is mainly due to the feedback network delays (which do not exist in
standard PID control). On the contrary, i-PID — and PID-FF to a slightly
lesser extent — satisfactorily compensates these delays thanks to the ultra-local
black-box identification.

• Control action is more jerky with HL-PID than with standard PID (see control
FFT mean in Table 1). In any case, PID-FF and i-PID always provide softer
control actions than the other two technique.

Even though, i-PID performs better than any of the presented PID-based control
algorithms, the well-known PID-FF25 approach behaves is not far behind, especially
in terms of control softness. However, the strong dependency on nominal parameters
of the feedforward action motivates a parametric robustness comparison between
i-PID and PID+FF.

Since no parameters explicitly appear in the closed-form i-PID controller, classi-
cal robust control tools cannot be exploited here to analyze the closed-loop system
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Fig. 5. (a) Position comparison, (b) position error comparison, and (c) control action comparison.
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Table 1. Tracking error and control FFT median of each control algorithm.

Control Technique Mean Tracking Median Tracking Control FFT
Error (m) Error(m) Mean (Hz)

No absolute sensor 4.8369 4.8952 0.0156
PID 4.4293 4.5788 0.0181
PID + feedforward 2.0918 2.1181 0.0108
i-PID 0.7579 0.5134 0.0079

Table 2. Parameter stable domain.

Parameter Nominal Value (pnom) Parameter Range

Motor terminal resistance (Rm) 4.75Ω [4.20, 6.69]
Terminal inductance (Lm) 1.29 · 10−3 H [1.04, 4.74] · 10−3

Back EMF Constant (Kb) 0.0235 Vs/Rad [0, 13.76]
Torque Constant (Kt) 0.0758 Nm/A [0.0476, 9.7024]
Rotor Inertia (Jm) 6.52 · 10−6 Kgm2 [1.26, 19.4] · 10−6

Joint stiffness (c) 200 Nm/rad [139, 25600]
Joint inertia (Jt) 0.3Kgm2 [0.234, 0.398]
Sensor-controller delay (Tsc) 0.002 s [0, 0.0028]
Controller-actuator delay (Tca) 0.004 s [0, 0.512]
Global Coulomb friction (Ct) 0.0203 Nm [0.0010, 0.651]
Diff. of Coulomb friction (∆Ct) −0.0025 Nm [0,−0.0324]
Global viscous friction (ft) 6.5 · 10−3 Nms/rad [0, 6.5 · 10−3]

Input amplitude (Au) 1 rad [0, 128]
Input frequency (fu) 5 s−1 [0, 640]
Disturbance amplitude (Ad) 25 rad [0, 3200]
Disturbance frequency (fd) 15 s−1 [0, 1920]

sensitivity to disturbances or to parameter uncertainty. Therefore, nondeterministic
techniques, and particularly Monte Carlo methods, seem to be the most adapted
tool to prove robustness when an i-PID control law is used.

In this connection, a stable domain for every parameter has been independently
computed28 and it is shown in Table 2.

To account for parametric uncertainty, we define the model’s parameters as dis-
tributions of values rather than as single fixed values. We then perform a Monte
Carlo simulation, running the model repeatedly with 1000 random combinations of
parameter values. The first 12 parameters in Table 2 will be considered to follow cen-
tered normal distributions of the form N (0, σi), σi = 1

3 min(|pnomi −pmaxi |, |pnomi −
pmini |). Amplitudes and frequencies of inputs and disturbances signals are defined
as uniform distributions between their maximum ranges (see last four parameters
in Table 2) to ensure that we cover the full design space.

Figure 6 shows histograms of mean tracking errors for PID+FF and i-PID after
1000 random simulations. Several conclusions can be highlighted from the analysis
of these two charts.

• The number of valid samples (those that verify Jtot ≤ 0.2) is 5% higher for
i-PID than for PID-FF. Remark that these results are obtained within the most
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Fig. 6. Mean tracking error histogram for PID + FF (a) and i-PID (b).

conservative parameter domain, which is mainly constrained by PID-FF (see
Table 2). It is then clear that if a broader parameter space had been used in
Monte Carlo simulations, the difference between both methods would be even
greater.

• A higher number of samples with low mean tracking error is obtained with i-PID
than with PID-FF. This is consistent with the fact that i-PID generally provide
a better tracking quality.

5.2. Humanoid motion

Once the performance of i-PID has been confronted with three other PID-based
controllers to track a periodic trajectory under a high-frequency load disturbance,
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7. (a) RH-2 design and (b) the simulated RH-2 in Simmechanics.

the behavior on a real humanoid platform — where every joint behavior is coupled
with all the others — has to be tested.

To achieve such a task, a dynamic model using the Simmechanics Toolbox in
Matlab (Fig. 7) has been developed. It represents the real humanoid platform RH-2,
which is being designed and realized at Universidad Carlos III in Madrid (see 7 for
the dimensions and the kinematical structure of the robot1,3).

This model introduces not only masses, inertias, and efforts, but also friction
and compliance of each joint (as detailed in Secs. 2 and 5.1) of the robot. CAN bus
round-trip delays, measurement noises, and current, voltage, and torque limitations
of the chosen actuators1 are also considered. Finally, the model also takes into
account the floor reactions using a virtual spring-damper contact model.29

The influence of all the aforementioned effects will be tested with a specific
humanoid movement. Since no stabilizer is still included in the simulator, and it is
not easy to measure the influence of joint control in a complete gait cycle under these
conditions, a stable acyclic gait30 has been used. This algorithm allow to generate
a generic step from any configuration to other one. In this case, half of a gait cycle
will be considered, i.e. a double-support phase and single-support phase (right-leg
stance and left-leg swing). Thereafter, the inverse kinematics are computed, so that
the joint motion control can be tested.

A stable swinging foot trajectories will be computed to simulate a step, whose
length is 20 cm — x direction — and where the leg is lifted 4 cm — z direction —
during the floating phase. The total time of simulation has been chosen to be tf =
0.9 s, with a swinging phase of 0.5 s (see Fig. 9), which, in a cyclic gait, would
represent a 1.5-kmh−1 walking speed. To show the performance of i-PID control,
the resulting trajectories of three joints — left knee, ankle roll, and ankle pitch — are
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Fig. 8. Knee, ankle roll, and ankle pitch trajectories and loads.

plotted in Fig. 8. Remark that the main difficulty appears in the transition between
double and single support, where floor reaction forces completely modify the loads
distribution in robot floating leg. In any case, the tracking error never exceeds 1◦

in the most delicate joints (pitch and roll ankle), and it is almost imperceptible in
the knee.
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Fig. 9. (a) Left foot trajectory in x direction, (b) left foot trajectory in z direction, (c) foot tracking
error, and (d) schematic representation of robot evolution.

The resulting floating foot trajectory is superimposed in x and z coordinates
in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. Besides a slight high-frequency oscillation at
the beginning of the swinging phase, the acyclic gait is satisfactorily performed in
this realistic simulation environment. Note in Fig. 9(c) that the foot follows the
reference with a maximum error of 1 cm in each direction. As a result, the robot
evolution perfectly fits the desired trajectory (see Fig. 9(d)).

6. Concluding Remarks

A new approach to precisely control humanoid robot joints has been presented.
It is based on a novel model-free control technique (i-PID), which is able to
compensate not only transmission and compliance nonlinear effects, but also CAN
bus transmission delays. Simulations have shown that not only good tracking
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quality can be obtained with this i-PID, but also that it presents a remark-
able robustness to nonlinear and poorly known effects and to extremely varying
disturbances.

The promising preliminary results have been confirmed with more realistic tra-
jectories and loads for a preplanned walking gait.

Finally, some experimental tests on a real platform will be carried out in order
to validate the main features highlighted in this article.
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